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Alias 2003-12
for sydney bristow s eyes only the cia has one shot to stop anna s plan and bring sloane to
justice her name sydney bristow her job agent for the cia her target arvin sloane the man who
murdered her fiance what we know at 2300 non official cover operative jacobs was compromised
by anna espinosa anna is currently working with a sect determined to bring the works of 15th
century philosopher physicist and prophet milo rambaldi to life what we suspect anna may have
teamed with sydney s old nemesis sark a slippery cunning gun for hire the participation of
sark might lead us to arvin sloane a highly intelligent utterly corrupt crime lord our op tech
specialists will give you the tools you need to stop anna and sloane but only prima s official
strategy guide will give you the tools to survive in this guide you will find complete
detailed walkthroughs of every level including over 700 game play screen shots in depth
strategies for completing all your missions and objectives secrets for using stealth and
combat to overcome all enemies and situations hints and tips for utilizing all op tech devices
and disguises locations of all hidden quest items and essential pick ups

Oni 2000
get the inside scoop on how to execute spinning kicks and sweeps with oni prima s official
strategy guide wanna level five or six opponents without messing up your hair prima has all
the information you need to do just that it will provide you with extensive walkthroughs for
every episode as well as complete weapon item and power up lists with tips on which weapon to
use in specific scenarios also included are detailed combos and moves lists and a special
preview of the upcoming oni comic book series from dark horse comics

No One Lives Forever 2000
do you want to live forever no one lives forever is an exciting new 3d shooter based in 1960s
europe the main character cate archer is a spy who works for a secret service known as unity
throughout the thirty three single player levels and fifteen additional multiplayer levels the
missions range from stealthy infiltration to all out firefights you have an arsenal of over
twenty unique weapons and extravagant gadgets at your disposal cate archer is unstoppable with
the help of no one lives forever prima s official strategy guide which gives you thorough
character dossiers on everyone from cate archer to baroness dumas killer mission objective
coverage vital gadget info from the barrette lock pick to the robotic poodle essential
walkthroughs for all thirty three single player levels comprehensive weapons stats from the
petri 38 airweight revolver to the ak 47 assault rifle

Planetside 2003
for land for power forever exhaustive stats and info on each empire s weapons vehicles armor
and gear comprehensive strategies for common battlefield situations learn to build an
effective squad and exploit each member s unique skills effective strategies for commanding
your fellow players how to plan your character s development with the right certifications and
implants techniques for being a sought after teammate with sound tactics and crucial skills
tips for avoiding common pitfalls

Black & White 2001
black white is a new strategy game from peter molyneux players are gods a world populated with
tribes that will worship out of fear or admiration this non linear game allows player s
actions to define whether as a god they are good or evil rulers the more tribes that worship
the god either out of fervent devotion or abject terror the more powerful a god can become
black white truly allows players to exploit their god complex

Kessen 2000
explains the characteristics of boron elements where they are found how they are used by
humans and their relationship to other elements found in the periodic table
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Command & Conquer 2003
in a time of modern war can you be a great leader successful strategies for commanding your
forces in the air and on land how to build structures at the right times in the right places
advanced economic strategies killer walkthroughs for every scenario battle strategies for the
americans chinese and gla expert multiplayer strategies tricks and tips to help you get the
most from your units

Diplomacy 1999
this guide offers successful military and diplomatic strategies covering single and
multiplayer levels stats bios proven negotiation techniques and much more for this epic war
game

Magic, the Gathering Online 2002
description sales handle with tips and tactics to entice both beginners and pros including a
tour of magic s new online digs basic how to hints and in depth strategies for all the main
online formats magic the gathering online prima s official strategy guide is sure to appeal to
fans of every background and experience level also included in this comprehensive guide are
strategies for building a superior deck deck specific tactics and detailed information on
buying selling and trading cards

Command & Conquer 2003
can you defeat the greatest military minds in modern warfare walkthrough and maps of all 15
new command conquer generals zero hour missions plus the original command conquer generals
missions info on new units and structures for american chinese and gla forces coves all new
upgrades and general abilities how to build structures at the right time and place how to get
the most out of your units tactics to defeat every general complete multiplayer strategies

Ratchet & Clank 2002
the ultimate gadget to save the universe complete walkthrough of each planet with detailed
maps detailed weapon and gadget descriptions locations of every gold bolt strategies for
dealing with chairman drek s minions all secrets revealed

Pac-Man World 2 2002
who will you be information on every profession including holy paladin and evil necromancer
maps for every area including the new and unexplored region of malas tips for using the custom
house design tool to build the house of your dreams how to for the new magic item system to
help you create an endless array of magic items updated stats and skills for all creatures
including 20 new monsters combat tactics for the 13 new special moves and more

Ultima Online 2003
detailed explanations of official rules

Yu-gi-oh! Trading Card Game Rule Book 2003
elite highly trained brutal exclusive excerpt from the now available brute force betrayals
complete walkthrough of each mission tactics for controlling the right character in the right
situation tips to dominate multiplayer action vital stats for all weapons items and characters
strategies for commanding your elite team

Brute Force 2003
designed specifically for pikachu lovers pokemon yellow will follow pinball as the next
pokemon release for game boy color this guide provides tips on where and hot to catch all 150
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pokemon detailed maps of every area complete pokedex with stats and pics for every pokemon
every machine item and ability outlined and the whereabouts of every item

Pokemon Yellow 1999
experience your very own theme park tips for all 72 rides golden ticket secrets revealed make
the most of your money instant action strategies upgrade your rides hire the right staff keep
the kids happy

X-Files 1998-06-01
welcome to wario world complete walkthrough and detailed maps for every area all hidden
treasure chest and red diamond locations revealed all 64 golden statue parts found all 40
trapped spritelings rescued all bonus wario waretm inc gba games covered monster mashing hints
and secrets tips for defeating every boss and completing every trapdoor area

Sim Theme Park 1999
money power respect bring the pain in every game mode combo moves list for each fighter to
send chumps out on a stretcher unlock every fighter then take them to the school of hard
knocks get the lowdown with a method man interview unstoppable tactics to make the honeys go
wild every hidden venue revealed

Wario World 2003
provides helpful strategies for playing the nintendo gamecube game animal crossing includes
information on obtaining items fish and insect location charts a calendar of town events tips
on lucky and color items happy room academy awards lists and information about all animals and
special characters

Def Jam Vendetta 2003
a group of soldiers will become heroes exhaustive coverage of all three campaigns complete and
detailed walkthroughs of every challenging mission tactics for each of the six playable
commandos thorough briefing on every available weapon and item every in game move detailed
from knocking on walls to placing boobytraps

Welcome to Animal Crossing 2002
in depth strategies you can bet your life on clear explanation ofhalf life smonster behavior
maps of the missile base best walkthrough of all game locations thorough coverage of optimal
combat tactics stats for all weapons and monsters

Commandos 3 2003
adrenaline nation is a brilliant expose of how chronic stress is affecting american
individuals businesses and the entire nation s economy and health care system it challenges
accepted cultural paradigms and reveals uncomfortable truths of the serious economic health
and social consequensces of stress this book also offers revolutionary solutions for how
individuals businesses and government officials can get control over the vicious cycle of
stress and its costly effects

Half-Life 2000-05-03
title selling points sales ranking each gun firing punch throwing neck snapping maneuver
provided complete walkthrough of every stage strategies for defeating bosses solutions to all
lowa puzzles and mini games
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X Squad 2000
full color maps for all 16 courses and 2 special courses each mode showing the location of
every item a how to section for performing turbo slides and gaining boosts from jumps step by
step instructions for the 4 purple crystal challenge levels detailed explanation of all items
and weapons in depth strategies for each track special secrets section detail how to unlock
hidden courses and characters

Dead to Rights 2002
let the battle for antonica begin strategies for playing all three factions tips on every unit
in the game details on all special abilities and spells for every lord knight and unit maps
for all single and multiplayer quests complete walkthroughs for all 36 missions

Crash Team Racing 1999-10
this complex game is filled with various elements including adventure puzzles and fantasy this
guide helps navigate the mysterious world of ico

Lords of EverQuest 2003
bring honor to your ancenstors complete guide to armor and weapon design tactics system
analysis monster stats and special attacks maps and walkthrough for all locations full details
on all your characters

Ico 2001-09-25
walk quietly carry a big gun and play dead walkthrough of every level detailed statistics on
every monster weapon and item single and multiplayer combat tactics secret areas revealed
cheat codes

Throne of Darkness 2001-10-02
better red than dead details on using the world as a weapon blast the environment as well as
the enemy maps and walkthroughs of every action packed level comparisons of every weapon and
firing method covers all five controllable vehicles for land sea and air multiplayer
deathmatch tactics elaborate character descriptions for friends and foes

Jak and Daxter 2001
it s high noon in deep space when you battle your way through unexplored planets don t forget
to take gunman chronicles prima s official strategy guide with you the enemies abound in
gunman chronicles and prima will help you choose the proper weapons to defeat each xenome this
guide provides combat techniques to obliterate xenomes dinosaurs bots cyborg bandits and more
you ll also find multiplayer deathmatch tips detailed weapons lists complete enemy stats and
bios step by step walkthroughs

Unreal 1998
koudelka prima s official strategy guide gives you all the guidance you need to successfully
navigate nemeton monastery with detailed maps including the location of all items character
stats a complete weapons list and winning strategies for surviving you ll confront the evil
spirits with ease inside prima s guide you ll find critical spellcasting tips detailed battle
advice essential walkthroughs thorough character statistics locations of all items a complete
equipment list strategies for defeating all bosses

Red Faction 2001
this island trip is no vacation exhaustive stealth strategy for eight new single player
missions and five new multiplayer maps get ahead of the pack with exclusive mission maps
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revealing all enemy positions expert weapon tips for the entire arsenal including the m4 socom
the sr 25 sniper rifle and 10 other new multiplayer weapons advanced tips for online xbox live
tm play in depth fighting tips including one shot kills and advice on the real time orders
system battle scenarios for all four soldier types unlock secret combat specialists complete
in depth walkthroughs for each island thunder mission

Command & Conquer 2000-10-20
your ancestry has made you a warrior your fate will make you a champion in depth quest
information detailed area maps complete items equipment race and skills lists comprehensive
perks information strategies for getting through every area

Gunman Chronicles 2000
gamers will need this strategy guide as the developers of earthsiege 3 prepare for a major
expansion of the game the new game features more narrative substance stronger atmosphere and a
terrific lineup of vehicles and weapons about 50 in all multi player capability will allow up
to 20 gamers to do battle from either the human or the cybrid perspective

Koudelka 2000
inside this guide readers get proven military diplomatic and economic strategies for expanding
their empires as well as new culture features single and multi player strategies and how to
use units and armies

Tom Clancy's Ghost Recon Island Thunder 2003
a heroic compendium complete villain stats zone maps with villian locations locations for all
shops and trainers complete stats for powers enhancements and inspirations character
development strategies winning tactics for missions and teams

Lionheart 2003

Starsiege 1998-11

Sid Meier's Civilization III 2001

City of Heroes 2004
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